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The Rockefeller Way: The Family’s Covert ‘Climate Change’ Plan

By The Energy & Environmental Legal Institute, May 28, 2019

The Rockefellers are arguably the wealthiest and most powerful family in the history of the
United  States.  For  more  than  100  years,  they  have  shaped  and  directed  America’s
economic,  financial,  political,  and  public  policy  while  simultaneously  amassing  one  of  the
largest family empires in the modern era.

DHS Is Locking Immigrants in Solitary Confinement

By Naureen Shah, May 28, 2019

The stories become even more harrowing when we learn why ICE allegedly imposed solitary.
NBC news reported reasons including: wearing a hand cast, sharing a consensual kiss, or
needing a wheelchair. ICE reportedly put LGBTQ individuals and people with mental illness
in solitary as “protective custody,” citing their own safety.
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Turkish Dreams of a “Radical Islamic Annex” in Northern Syria Fade Away

By Steven Sahiounie, May 28, 2019

From  the  outset  of  the  Syrian  conflict,  the  men  who  carried  weapons  were  all  fighting  to
abolish the secular Syrian government, in order to form a new government which would be
Radical Islam.

Prior to the Cold War: US Nuclear Plans Entailed Blowing Up Hundreds of Chinese, Soviet and
Eastern European Cities

By Shane Quinn, May 28, 2019

On 30 August 1945, Major General Lauris Norstad dispatched a document to his superior,
General Leslie Groves, outlining a total of 15 “key Soviet cities” to be struck with US atomic
weapons, headed by the capital Moscow.

The Ever Dependable Bully on Embassy Row; Venezuela and Iraq Are No Longer Worlds
Apart

By Barbara Nimri Aziz, May 28, 2019

The United States is still punishing Iran for the 1979 takeover of its ‘sacred’ premises, its
embassy  in  Tehran.  By  contrast,  when  American  authorities  occupy  another  nation’s
embassy there’s nothing but approval from the American public and silent acquiescence by
others.

War is a Racket. Major General Smedley Butler

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, May 28, 2019

War is just a racket. A racket is best described, I believe, as something that is not what it
seems to the majority of people. Only a small inside group knows what it is about. It is
conducted for the benefit of the very few at the expense of the masses.

Palestinian Economic Development Under Zionist Settler Colonialism
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By Dr. Zuhair Sabbagh, May 27, 2019

The following research article deals with the entanglement of some Palestinian capitalist
interests and Zionist colonial interests inside the Israeli market and also inside the Zionist
colonial  settlements.  It  further  explores  the  economic  and  political  dimensions  of  the
collaboration of a segment of the Palestinian “business elites” with the Zionist colonial
project in the Palestinian colonized territories.
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